
The Radio VT Fuze
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Figure 1. With a VT fuze, a near miss is ill hit.
very low value. Then CI' discharges
through a 10 ohm resistor imbedded
inside the squib. a small capsule con-
taining heat-sensitive explosive. The
resulting explosion sets off a more pow.
erful explosion in the detonator which
in turn triggers Ihe explosion of the
main charge. All this occurs in less than
a millisecond.
Sensitivity Pallern
As stated before, the nose cone an.

tenna acts in conjunction with the body
of the shell as a dipole antenna. The
radiation pattern of a dipole antenna is
familiar to radio amateurs and isshown
in Fig.4A. This figure shows the pattern
in a vertical plane containing the an-
tenna. The complete pattern is in the
shape of a torus or doughnut generated
by rotating the pallern 01 Fig.4A 360"
around the axis of the antenna. The
sensitivity of the antenna as a receiver
of RF has exactly the same shape. Thus
the net, overall sensitivity pattern of
the VT fuze (radiation plus reception) is
found by squaring Ihe radiation pat.
tern and thus appears as shown in
Fig.4B.
If the shell is mis-aimed so that it will

pass over or under the target, the Dop-
pler frequency will progressively de-
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Figure 2. Subminiature tubes com-
pared with 7.pin miniature tube.
ceived wave has a changing phase rela.
tion with respect to the emitted wave
depending on the velocity of the shell
relative to the target. These two signals
produce an audio beat frequency in the
plate circuil of V1. This is a result of the
well-known Doppler eHect which will
be discussed later in more detail in Fig.6.
After suitable filtering to remove RF,

noise and microphoniccomponents, this
audio signal is amplified by V2 and V3
and applied to the grid of the thyratron,
V4. Normally. V4 is biased negalively
and no plate current flows. When the
VT fuze is within optimum striking
range. the signal is strong enough to
fire the thyratron. The gas becomes ion-
ized and the plate resistance drops to a

alongside a lT4 7-pin miniature tube
for size comparison. The pentode,
weighing about half the weight of a
U.S. nickel, would weigh 110 pounds at
20,OOOG acceleration.
Each component part used in these

rubes was designed using stress and
strain analysis like that used in design-
ing bridges and skyscrapers. The lubes
were then subjected to rigorous tests,
first by computation and then by aClual
mechanical means such as in a centri.
fuge or by firing them out of a cannon
after being mounted in dummy shells.
These shells would then be dug out of
the ground, the tubes recovered and
then analyzed for signs of weakness or
failure. Most of the tubes were manu-
faclured by Sylvania Electric Co. By
war's end, production reached 500,000
per day. Total production was about
130 mill.on tubes.
Basi< VT Fuze Circuit
A representative circuit is shown in

Fig. 3. The first tube, V1, is a simple
regenerative detector similar to those
used in early amateur radio receivers.
As is well known, these regenerative
detectors radiate a radio signal when
they are adjusted so as to oscillate. The
VT fuze is provided with a nose cone
made of hard plastic which encloses an
antenna element in the shape of a small
metal cone. This, together with the metal
body of the shell constitutes or forms an
unsymmetrical dipole antenna. This
antenna serves two functions. It radi.
ates the radio wave that intercepts the
target and it also receives the much
weaker reflected wave and applies it to
the detector. Thus VI acts as both the
transmitter and the receiver. The re-

One of the best kept secrets of WW II
was the VT fuze also known as the prox-
imity fuze. This device was used in vaei.
DllS forms on rockets, antiaircraft shells
and antipersonnel bombs - both those
dropped from airplanes and those fired
from howitzers. A typical VT fuzed ar-
tillery shell contains a miniature CW
radar system which senses that the
bomb is near enough to its target (about
30 feet) to beeHective and then triggers
Ihe detonation. See Fig. 1. British scien-
tists conceived the idea in 1940 and
passed it on to the Americans who de-
veloped the technology and brought
these weapons to fruition in time to
play an important role in WW II in both
the European and Pacific theaters.
Fortunately for our soldiers and sail-

ors, the Germans didn't have VT fuzes.
One author- says the reason for this is
that the German engineers were too
smarl- they fell il would be impossible
to make a radio tube that would with-
stand the extremely high acceleration
(aboul 20.000G) experienced by an
antiaircraft shell at the moment of fir-
ing or the cenlrifugal force (BOO-3000G)
due to axial rotation imparted by the
rifling of the cannon barrel.
Ruggedized Tubes Developed
The components requiring the most

intensive research were the tiny vacuum
tubes. Subminiature tubes were already
in existence having been developed for
use in personal hearing aids. After re-
design and extensive testing, a set of
lubes was developed to be able to meet
the demanding needs of the VI fuze.
These included triodes, pentodes and
thyratrons. Fig. 2 shows three submln.
ialure lubes (two triodes and a pentode)
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